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Vol. XL

Junior Girls I
Are Chosen
Candidates

Present Hon. Lieut. Colonel and Candidates

Five Are Nominated
For Honorary
Lieut. Col.

Robert Frost, New England
Pulitzer Prize Winner, Will
Read Poetry Here Tonight

GLEASON TO PLAY

Class Officers
Are Nominated
•

Bickford, Hauck, Kruse,
Donovan, Fitzgerald
Receive Honor

New System Used
For Selection
Of Officers

Priscilla Bic:ford, Alice An-,
Donovan, Marion Fitzgel
Margaret Hauck, and Elizah
Kruse were the fve junior•g :
selected as candidates for 7'
position of Honorary Lieu::
ant Colonel of the University c,
Maine R.O.T.C. by the S.
bard and Blacio, honorary tr.
taty socif.::y, today.
Tile Hi 11, •rary /:v.ntrant Ci•'

Erisci7la Bickford

Marian Fitzgerald

Margaret Hauck

Famous Poet

_

,,,

.6

Alice Ann Donovan. Delta Dch:,
Delta. was president of the Sciphi•tr, •
Eagles last year, treasurer of 1Vein
en's•Student Government Association,
Elizabeth Kruse
Alice Ann Donovan
Virginia Maguire
and a member of the Student Senate.
She has won a numeral award in hocThe five junior girls, who have been selected as candidates for the position of Honorary Lieutenant Colonel of
key, and is on reserve for both the the University of Maine R.O.T.C. by the Scabbard and Blade society and Virginia Maguire, the present Honorary
All-Maine Hockey team and the Al!- Lieutenant Colonel.
Maine Basketball team. She is a
member of the Arts Club, and the
only junior who is an All-Maine
Woman.
Marian Fitzgerald, Alpha Omicron
Pi, was temporary vice president of
The student and faculty Arts Club
The I.iberal Club, at a meeting held
her freshman class and is now a memClass elections will be held next
ber of the Arts Club and the Women's
will hold a joint meeting as part of Tuesday evening in the M.C.A. buildMonday. November 21, 1938. The
Forum.
their programs of fostering closer re- ing, voted to carry on an intensive
voting place will be just outside
two-week campaign to bring to the
Margaret Hauck, Alpha Omicron
lations between faculty and students
University of Maine a refugee stuthe bookstore (in Alumni Hall in
Pi. transferred from Wellesley in her
Saturday
evening at 8:00 p.m. in the dent from central Europe for next
case of rain). Make a special
sophomore year. She is an Arts Club
Little Theatre, Harold Gerrish, pres- semester.
effort to cast your vote, Monday!
and Women's Forum member.
The campaign will get under way
Note carefully the INSTRUC- ident of the students' Arts Club, anElizabeth Kruse, Chi Omega, is I
nounced today.
next Monday morning and will culsecretary of Women's Studen Govern-I TIONS printed on the demonstraThe faculty's contribution to the minate in a drive for funds to be held
mem Association, freshman chairman, tion ballots now posted on all bulprogram will be a talk by Dean Ed- the week following the Thanksgiving
of the Y.W.C.A., a member of the I letin boards. if you desire further
ward J. Allen, poetry readings from recess. During that period, both caminformation before the elections
M.O.C. and the Maine Masque.
original compositions by Dr. H. Lloyd pus organizations and individual stuget in touch with any member of
Bernard Robbins, chairman of the
the advertising committee: ArteFlewelling. and a trombone solo by dents and faculty members will be
Military Ball CI nnmittee, announced
asked to support the drive.
Dr. Karl I). Larsen.
mis. Weatherbve, chairman, Ruth
that music for the occasion will be
Pagan, Alice Donovan, Earle
furnished by Bob Gleason's orchestra.
The Executive Committee of the
For the students, Audrey White has
Bessey, and Erwin Cooper.
sonic original readings. Mavis Cream- Liberal Club will be in charge of the
On election (lay information
er, Helen Wormwood, and Constance drive on the campus, and will work
may he obtained from the election
Philbrook, the Arts Club Trio, will with the University Administration
officials. Please remember to
present several songs. Specialty danc- and the International Student Service
designate your choices in the oring by Theodore Sobel and Mavis in the choice of a student.
der of prefernce in each column
Sixteen seniors have been elected to
Creamer will conclude the program.
After the busniess meeting at which
and to place a number before the
Phi Kappa Phi, honorary scholastic
The time of the meeting has been the plans were made for the drive, the
name of EVERY candidate else
fraterffity, according to a statement
planned so that it will not conflict with Club heard a brief talk on European
YOUR BALLOT WILL NOT
issued by Irving H. Prageman. adthe inforrnals scheduled for Saturday events since the Munich Agreement,
BE. ACCEPTABLE!
viser of the group.
evening.
and their relation to refugee problems.
The sixteen are Louis C. Costrell,
(he speaker was Nathaniel Mills, a
William II. Craig, Robert W. Doe.
,pecial student at Harvard University,
Lucille M. Epstein, Walton E. Grunwho has been working with various
dy, Edna L. Harrison, Priscilla I).
,organizations in the New England colIlaskell, Edward K. Hayes, Alan F.
leges on the student refugee situation.
Kirkpatrick, Lois P. Leavitt, AlexThere was general discussion after
ander H. Raye, John F. Raye, Edith
Ithe talk. Refreshments wvrc served.
H. Stevens, Venora M. Stinchfield,
1./avid %V. Trafford, Artemus E.
Nine seniors and three juniors were
Blackwell, a major in civil engineer1Veatherbee.
elected to Tau Beta Pi, honorary en- ing, has played football for three years.
Members of Phi Kappa Phi, which gineering fraternity, it was announced He is a member of Phi Mu Delta fraTilt
is the highest scholastic honor obtain- at the Technology smoker held in ternity.
able at the University, are chosen Alumni gymnasium last night. The
Bramhall, in mechanical engineerGeorge Ellis and Neal Walker, repfrom the upper ten per cent of the sen- winner of the slide rule and the winner
ing, is a member of Scabbard and resenting the affirmative side of the
ior class. The purpose of the society of the physics and chemistry handbook
Blade and has played football. He is question, Resolved: that the United
is to emphasize scholarship and char- were also announced.
a member of Beta Theta Pi.
States and Great Britain should form
acter.
The seniors elected to Tau Beta Pi
Hill. in mechanical engineering, is an alliance, defeated the freshman
are Ruel Blackwell, Robert Bramhall, a member of Lambda Chi Alpha.
team of Beverly Spencer and RooseRefugee Student Tells Charles Hill, William Hilton, Chester Hilton, in civil engineering, is husi- velt Susi, who upheld the negative
I. R.C. of Recent Crisis Jones, Reginald MacDonald, F.arle nes manager of the Campus and was side, to win the intramural debating
Reed, Ralph Sanborn, and Algrid business manager of last year's Prism. tournament of the University of Maine
lie is a member of Phi Kappa Sigma. last Monday evening.
First-hand impressions of French Yozukevich.
Jones, also in civil engineering, is a
and English public opinion during the
The juniors elected are Robert
Earlier in the day, Ellis and Walklel emit European crisis were described Bonney, William Chandler, and Eu- member of the Civil Club and the et, on the negative side, had won over
wrestling team.
by Klaus Dryer, German refugee stu- gene Russell.
Myer Alpert and Edward Oppenheim
John Pennell, Jr., a sophomore, won
dent at Colby, who was in France and
MacDonald, in mechanical engineer- to win a place in the finals, while
England last summer, at the meeting the slide rule, awarded to that member ing, belongs to the Scabbard and Blade Spencer and Susi had taken over
Francis Andrews and Miles Mank.
of the Internatoinal Relations Club of last year's freshman class receiving and is a member of Beta Theta Pi.
Reed, in mechanical engineering, is
Because of the great interest disheld last Thursday evening in the the highest rank in the College of
Technology, and also the physics and a member of Phi Kappa Sigma, lie played by the debaters and the spirited
S A.E. house.
The realization that they were not chemistry handbook, presented to the was chairman of the class executive connutition, a second tout:lament will
be held sometime next March, open
adequately prepared for war, plus vivid member of last year's freshman class committee his sophomore year.
Sanborn, in mechanical engineering, to all students whether they take dememories of the World War, are the receiving the highest rank in chemis(Continswd on Page Four)
(Continued on Page Four)
try.
(Continued on Page Four)

Class nominations for the various
offices were made by all classes last
Tuesday evening as the first step in
'
the preferential voting system being
inaugurated on campus this fall.
The candidates for the major offices
and committees, as submitted by the
,
(I:legates. are as follows:
NOTE: The name of any candidate
e,
1,0 is ineligible will be dropped from
.e ballot. If there are any errors,
erections, or omissions in the nomi-ition lists, notify the following seni-,, Earle Bessey; juniors, Ruth paRobert Frost, generally considered
ii ; sophomores, Robert Doe; freshAmerica's greatest living poet, who
'., a. Earle Reed.)
will read selections from his own po•
.
•
.
Class Nominations for Major etr
y tonight at 7:30 in the Little
Offices
Theatre.
Seniors
Major Offices (Secretary exclud(d): Paul Browne, Edwin Byer, Erbe Cullinan, Dana
win Cooper, Robert
Drew, Philip Grant, Herbert Leonard,
W
William McCarthy, Melvin McKen
•
zie, Clayton Mersereau, Frederick

Class Election Day Arts Club to Hold Liberal Club Stages
Is Next Monday Meeting Saturday Drive for Refugee

Patterson, Clement Smith, Edward
Szaniavvski. Carl Toothaker, Thomas
Verrill, and Artemus Weatherbee.
Secretary: Dorothy Davis, Jean
Grange, Ferne Lunt, Lillian Mitchell,
Ruth Pagan, Ethelyn Parktnan, Louise
Rice.
Juniors
Major Offices (Secretary excluded); Carl Blom, John Carlisle, Wilham Chandler, Roger Coning, Russell Crockett, John Derry, James
FitzPatrick, Stanley Gates, Harold
Gerrish, Leon Greene, Floyd Jackson,
Ralph Pipes, Conrad Ray, Malcolm
Roberts, Donald Smith, Theodore
Stone.
Secretary: Margaret Cheney, Alice
Donovan, Marion FitzGerald, Miriam
Golden, Elizabeth Kruse, Margaret
Steinmetz.
(Continued on Page Two)
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By Mary Oberly
The forces of time and eternal
change are fighting with democracy
in its struggle against the totalitarian
states, James T. Shotwell, professor
at Columbia University, told students
at the Armistice Day convocation.
"Do not be discouraged. We are on
the winning side; the centuries are
with us," he said.
This age of change has created interdependence among nations, and the
states that disregard this change and
try to establish their own self-sufficiency are fore-doomed to failure,
Shotwell said.
(Continued on Page Four)
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Above is the cast of "Roadside," the next Masque production, to be staged
Dec. 7, 8, and 9. Front row: Louis Thibodeau, Eleanor Cousins, Betsy Warren, Clark Ktmey, Robert Cail. Back row: Roger Andrews, Guy Dore., Hartley Banton, John Jordon.
The cast of "Roadside," next Masque
production to be staged Dec. 7, 8, and
9, boasts of a collection of Masque
troupers who are well known to Maine
audiences. Heading the list are Clark
Kuney, Robert Cail, and Louis Thibodeau.
Kuncy, president of the Masque, haS
been active in almost every phase of
the theatre since his freshman year
here, having played the leads in "Bill
of Divorcement," "Petrified Forest,"
and "The Wind and the Rain." The
summer of his sophomore year, he
joined a professional stock company
in New London. New Hampshire,
where he played major roles in "Accent on Youth," "Hedda Gabler," and
"He Who Gets Slapped."

Contributors Club
Presents First
Of Lectures
Robert Frost, generally considered America's greatest living poet, will read selections
from his own poetry tonight at
7:30 in the Little Theatre, as a
presentation of the Contributor's Club. Mr. Frost has twice
won the Pulitzer Prize for his
volumes of New England verse,
"New Hampshire" (1923), and
"Collected Poems" (1930).
Born in San Francisco, he moved to
the New England of his ancestors at
the age of ten. After studying at
Dartmouth, and at Harvard, where he
excelled in the classics, he was variously a teacher, shoemaker, editor,
and farmer.
In 1912, as yet unrecognized as a
poet, lie took his family to England,
where he divided his time between
farming and poetry. Living for the
first time in a literary environment, he
became acquainted with a group of
writers which included Lascelles Abercrombie, Rupert Brooke, and Ezra
Pound.
New England Life
A Boy's Will (1913), though published in London, was definitely a volume of lyrics. It recalled the author's
close association with New England
life in his days as a young reporter.
This work brought Mr. Frost his first
real recognition after twenty years of
writing poetry. The publication, in
1914, of North of Boston, a volume
also typical of New England, brought
even greater acclaim; and in the following year America welcomed home
a new poet.
(Continued on Page Four)

Hovey Scholarships
Awarded Students

_

Twelve Elected to Tau Beta
Pennell Wins Two Tech Prizes 1

Walker and Ellis
Win Debate

Time and Change Forces
Favor Democracies
Says Historian

Masque Cast for "Roadside"

Seniors Elected
To Phi Kappa Phi

Reputed To Be
Our Foremost
Living Poet
HOLDS DEGREES

,

Shotwell Speaks
Armistice Day

of the Arts C:Ith and the \Von ,
Forum.

11

Men must be at Liberty to say in print
whatever they have in
mind to say, provided
it wrongs no one.
—Charles A. Dana

Campus

"Campus" Broadcast

For the past two years, he has won
the Hamlet playwriting contest for
the best one-act play. One of these
plays was produced by the class in
elementary acting here at the University last year.
Robert Cail has also been widely
active in the Masque. He worked on
scenery for all of the plays his freshman year, played a leading character
prat in "Petrified Forest" his sophomore year, and last year was stage
manager for "First Lady."
Louis Thibodeau is well rememhered for his portrayal of private Scott
in "Abraham Lincoln" his freshman
year and for his subsequent performances. Last year, in "The Servant of
(Continued on Page Four)

Three Hovey Memorial Scholarships, given each year to the students
in the College of Technology, have
been awarded to James 0. Williams,
Philip Hutchinson, and Harlow D.
Adkins, Dean Paul Cloke announced
recently.
Hutchinson, a junior in mechanical
engineering, also received a Hovey
Memorial Scholarship last year as
well as the John M. Oak Prize for
excellence in public speaking. Except
for the first semester of his freshman
year, he has maintained an average of
3.00 or above. He is a second lieutenant in the advanced unit of the
R.O.T.C., was active in freshman track
and football, and has been a member of
the junior varsity football squad for
the past two seasons.
Williams, a sophomore in chemical
engineering, was on the dean's list in
both semesters of his freshman year.
Adkins, also a junior in mechanical
engineering, is on the rifle team of
the University and is a member of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. During his freshman year, he
participated in cross country and track
and has since been active in intramural
sports.
The scholarships, made available by
a fund of $5900 established in 1932 by
the Stone and Webster Corporation in
honor of the late Francis J. Hovey,
are awarded to students in the College of Technology on the basis of
scholastic attainment, character, and
general promise.
A scholastic standing of at least
three point nmst be attained to be
eligible and must be niaintained during tenure. Awards are made by the
Dean and the department heads in the
College, subject to the approval of the
President, with the preference going
to students resoling in this state.
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CLASS NOMINATIONS
(Continued from Page One)
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THE RATTLER1
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By Al and Don

'
—"---STRANGE INTERLUDES(‘-._-J
C. A.
By University Snoops
NOTES
'

With so many worthwhile things
Too bad Lome Bourgoin
ATO's Ed Cook is dOilly OK, too
to do, and prelims to study for, it
Phi
had to go home last week-end—With Colvin informal its the offing
would be hard to go on, but for the
Friday, November 18
OK—Anyway Polly
There will be a dancing class held Gain's Worcester Techs think our Maine co-eds are
never-failing encouragement of Craig
Germaine proved it possible to have a grand
the Tailor (suits cleaned and pressed). in the M.C.A. from 7:30 to 8:30. Cooper and Ginny Pease .. St.
time at Phi Gain last Friday—Without a birthday party .. Flash!! Alice
He revives us every noon with his Everyone is invited.
intellectual friendship—Or something .Miracle!
hearty greeting and his keen interest 6:00 to 7:00—There will be a re- Ams and George have an
John
Saturday night wider his own power
in our suitability to go on with it hearsal of the Freshman Swing Band. Mayor Fred steamed through
What were
Derry at Kappa Sig finds a few chislers left at the U. of M.
all. . . . Let's go on:
Sunday, November 20
the feminine touches in McGregor and Graves room at Phi Mu Saturday
Rehearsal for Vespers Service at
We really went to the library to
night—Ketch?? Campus echo ser, "Hilda loves McGregor". . Too bad Tri
study, but in the library it was too Little Theatre at 3:15.
Delt and Beta come the same night—Isn't it, Jack?! Is Cliff really going to
Priuted at the University Press, Orono, Maine.
hot or too cold or something. Besides, Thanksgiving Musical Vespers in
Freshmen
Advertising Rate 50 per column inch
She proverbial dogs?? Or is it just the Hussey Technique!? Ruth Green's
our
at
4:15.
books
and
Little
Theatre
the
read
all
we
had
Office on the third floor of M.C.A. building. Tel. Extension 51
exclud(Secretary
Major Offices
Big Bill was on deck for Colvin—Who owns the car, anyway? Miss Green
chewing
gone.
Our
lifesavers
were
ed): Irvin Ballou, Edward Barrows,
Monday, November 21
or Mr. Wright?? Roddy Gardiner is importing for Beta informal—He's been
Edltor-in•Chlef
William Treat
Nathaniel Crowley, Raymond Curtis, gum was all right, but, you know, 6:00 to 7:00—There will be a re- to all the social events this year with Jane Dyer.. .Esther and Bob together
Busines Manager
William Hilton
somewhere.
it
hearsal of the Swing Band.
Lawrence Emery, John Fink, Benja- tiresome, so we put
EDITORIAL BO iRD
again—At least for one week-cud....Arbor must have fallen arches—He's
Sports Editor min Graham, William Irvine, Henry The coeds were nice, but mostly all
Erwin Cooper
Clement Smith......—Managing Editor
Tuesday, November 22
seeing a great deal of Moulton these days.. Excerpt from Whit-heirs colMarguerite Bannigan.—____.
Priscilla Haskell..._.....—.Associate Editor
6:00 to 7:00--There will be a re- umn—Macy': now features a blonde Hedy LaMarr who demonstrates love
Women's News Editor Shepard, Parker Small, Roger White. gone, on account of no more lifeCharles Peirce_........Acting News Editor
.Society Editor
Rachel Kent
Secretary: Florence Atwood, Vir- savers, we guess. Well, anyway, hearsal of the Swing Band.
Campus Photographer
Richard Cook.
on the fifth floor. It's a new adult game called "Love"—The blonde mentioned
there was one girl left and she didn't
ginia May, Margaret Phillips.
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
is one Franny North who Mel MacKenzie carries on a regular correspondence
said,
"Let's
study
either,
so
we
want
to
Hurl Godwin, Donald Moore, Mary Oberley, Louise Rice.
Three Seniors Speak
with....Anybody still under the impression hockey is a sissy game—Ask the
Committee Nominations
of
Cabin."
She
was
sort
go
to
the
STAR REPORTERS
In each class, the names of all those
Kappa Sigs—They're still puffing . ille won't see you again until after
At
Women's
Assembly
love
to,"
so
off
David Astor, Robert Atwood, William Chandler, Mary Curran, Linwood Day.
nice.
She
said,
"I'd
Thanksgiving—So Happy Turkey.
Dorrice Dow, Kathleen Duplisse, Alma Hansen, Kendrick 1Flodgdon, Emily Hopkins, candidates who are up for major
Norris Kleiner. Virginia Pease, Margaret Peaslee, Ada Saltzman, Sherley Sweet. offices and are not elected will also be we went. She had dark eyes that
Virginia
Maguire,
Mildred
Walton,
Joyce Woodward.
lipstick and when we
transferred to the committee list. All were pretty and
REPORTERS
got there we said, "Won't you have a and Lucille Epstein were the speakers
Dorothy Day, Eleatic,. Look, Henry Piorkowski, Albert Toner, Gwendolyn Wey- committee chairmen and members will
something?" She said, "I'd at the Women's Student Government
mouth, Barbara Whittredge.
be chosen from this list by the class coke or
again and ordered a sundae Association's compulsory assembly
love
to,"
CUE REPORTERS
officers.
Virginia Eddy, Robert Elwell, Marcia Finks, Edith Jacobs, Edna Louise Harriwith all kinds of decorations. We this morning in the Little Theatre.
Seniors
son, Risha Katz, Charlene Perkins, Warren Randall, Dorothy Schiro, Mary Scribner.
Miss Maguire told of her experiArtemus Weatherbee and Joseph
Lucille Epstein, Mark Smith, Den- said, "That's no sundae, that's a
Neal Walker, George Ellis, Stephen
111IIIIRISS STAFF
ences at the Junior Month Conference
Peter Skoufis.
Circulation Manager
nis Curran, Bernard Robbins, Thomas whole weekend." but she stuck to it
Bacigalupo, Brooks Brown, Erwin Lewis were interviewed last Wednessocial
work,
which
she
attended
in
in
Ralph Sanborn
Subscriptions Manager
Barker, Philip Craig, Leonard Pratt, and then we knew we should have
Frances Andrew,
Ciculation Assistant
Cooper, William Clifford, Alma Fi- day by Dr. Frederick M. Davenport,
Boston last summer.
Harold Jordon
Circulation Assistant
Raymond Nelson, Harold Estabrook, stayed at the libe and studied.
Eugene Gilbert
Subscription Assistant
field, Elizabeth Jones, Lucille Mad- president of the National Institute of
Miss
Walton's
subject
was
her
When
we
got
back
everyone
was
Thomas Pinkham, Clifford Daigle,
Ernest Speirs, John Lippke, Harold moping around the vie and having work last summer with delinquent docks, and Agnes Walsh have been Public Affairs at Washington, D. C.,
Dyer, Frank Collins, Richard Quig- a mood. And no wonder because children at an institution and summer selected from the intramural debating as prospective candidates for an interneship at the Institute.
ley. Lauress Parkman, Charles Hun- Tommy Dorsey's recording of My camp.
tournament to make the men's and
Miss Epstein spoke on labor probThe Institute is a non-political, selftoon, Richard Thomas, Edward Ladd, Own is supersmooth and My Reverie
women's debating trips, it was anWe understand that our sister college. Bowdoin, is now actively
as impressed by Larry Clinton is lems as discussed at the Summer Labgoverning organization created for
Albert Friedman, Vera Brastow.
Howard
L.
RunProf.
nounced
by
engaged in a campaign to raise funds for a refugee student from
the purpose of providing practical
Alice Pierce, Marguerite Kyer, Ma- equally exotic. Friend Artie Shaw oratory on Social and Industrial Conion today.
Central Europe. That campaign is apparently having great success, ry Orr, Katherine True, Edith Ste- is back on the campus with Begin the ditions in greater Boston.
training in the operation of the federal
Walker, Ellis, Cooper. Clifford, government to young people whose
and soon Bowdoin will have on its campus a student who has seen vens, Dorothy Hines, Barbara Grace, Beguine. The title doesn't seem to
The Women's Student Government
Bacigalupo, and Brown left yesterday
aptitudes and scholastic prepat first hand the disorganization and chaos that have come to what Marion Dunbar, Jeannette Sanborn, mean much, but it really is a sender, Association gave money toward the for Montreal where they will debate natural
aration seem to qualify them for caas the French say. Our new records expenses of Miss Maguire and Miss
Edna
Harrison,
Lucille
Fogg,
Earle
was once a great and cultured nation.
several colleges on the question, Re- rcers in the public service. It was
Epstein so that they might attend
Reed, William Hilton, Mildred Wal- are swell. Come on over. ...
solved: That the United States and founded in 1936.
The current European situation presents a challenge and an ton, Elisabeth Doble, John Alley, KenWe like the movies, too, but, gee, these sessions.
Great Britain should establish an
Weatherbee, a senior, is a major in
opportunity which we at the University of Maine also should seize. neth Clark, Walton Grundy, Roger we never get to go anywhere, so if
aliance.
WSGA
Entertains
at
Tea
you
know
of
any
history and government. Lewis, a
Clement,
Austin
Chamberlain,
Edgood
ones,
just
As the Nazi attacks on Catholics, Jews and Protestants alike beLast night they met Middlebury graduate student in economics, graduIn Balentine Hall Sunday
ward Stanley, Allan Goud, Charles address Becky Hill, care of this
come more intense, an ever-increasing proportion of fine and intelliCollege at Middlebury, tonight Clif- atcd from Maine last year.
column, and she's a good kid and
Patrinelis.
A tea in honor of the members of ford and Cooper will meet St. Patgent people of all ages will find it impossible to continue life in Nazi
she'll tell us.
Juniors
George Hitchings, a graduate oi
the committee on women students was rick's College in Ottawa on the quesEurope. And an ever-larger part of Central Europe is being forced
Lucy Pray, George Bell, Donald
You know, the Rattler was almost held
Maine in 1937, was the first Mains
by the Women's Student Govern- tion, Resolved: That a custom's union
into the Nazi fold by the dilatory tactics of the democratic coun- Sparks, Charles Peirce, Gordon Car- a shattered column (like the King,
student to be chosen by the instituts
ment Association in Balentine sun- would be of advantage to both the
as an interne. He is now in the Divitries. The refugee situation is one way in which even we who are ter, Bernard Cohen, Franklin Becker- remember?) when we discovered that parlors Sunday, November 13.
while
Ellis
Canada,
States
and
United
man, Edwin Potter, Orman Hunt, one of us is an old Democrat. Boring
sion of Research and Statistics, Board
still students may indicate our opposition to the anti-intellectual
MonMadge Stacy was in charge of the and Walker will speak at the
Stewart Grimmer, Frederick Johns- from within; that's what it is. BorGovernors of the Federal Reservs
o
of
tea, assisted by Elizabeth Homans. weal Junior Board of Trade on the
and anti-democratic activities of the Nazis and the determination ton, Jerome Steeves,
Harry Nelson, ing. .. .
Board.
Margaret Maxwell, Helen Franck, alliance question.
of at least some citizens of the demorcatic countries to stand firm Douglas Carr, Edward Cook, Stephen
And this is what happens to per- Mildred Walton, and Helen Philbrook
Those chosen as internes spend oils
Tomorrow morning Clifford and
against barbarism.
Gross, Maynard Files, Stanley Hol- sonable, popular, and practically perCol_ year in Washington carrying out a
poured.
Patrick's
meet
St.
Cooper
will
But from the point of view of the University of Maine student land, Harold Bronsdon, Robert Stew- fect undergradmen who seem to have
supervised program of study and conThe Sophomore Eagles introduced
art,
come away without their purse when the guests to the receiving line, which
ferences with government officials
body, there is even more to be considered than the opportunity to
of Commerce. This debate will be
William Treat, Leon Breton, Wal- it's ante time at the Bookstore Bar:
was composed of Miss Ava Chad- broadcast over a Canadian hook-up. During the day they work as regular
help a victim of barbarism and to indicate our opposition to his lace Beardsell,
John Pratt, Kenneth
We: Coke.
bourne, Mrs. Mary Crandon, Miss In the evening Cooper and Clifford government employees in various guypersecutors. There is also the benefit to be derived by the Univer- Bouchard, Richard Dyer, Dwight BarShe: Oke.
Pearle Greene, Miss Marion Buzzell, will debate Loyola College of Mon- ernment departments. At the end oi
sity from the presence here of a student of such high calibre and rell, James McCain, Guy Dore, VinWe: Broke!
Mrs. Marion Sweetman, Miss Helen treal, while Bacigalupo and Brown a year they are given a chance to 'Twide experience as these refugee students have. Due to the impos- cent Checchi, Thomas Kane, Russell
She: Joke?
Lengyel, Dean Edith Wilson, Ruth will meet the University of New ceive an appointment in the office ir
Belknap, Malcolm Loring, Marjorie
which they are internes.
sibility of aiding more than a few of the many victims of Nazi perseWe: Ouch! (That one doesn't Pagan, Alice Ann Donovan, Elizabeth Brunswick at Frederickton.
Deering. Helen Lancaster, Emily
rhyme, but it's the way we felt when Kruse, and Helen Wormwood.
cution, the refugee students who are being brought to this country Blake, Marjorie
The group will return on Sunday.
Coffee, Elizabeth
NOTICE
—•-by the International Student Service and other groups stand high in Libbey, Jane Holmes, Patricia Gogan, we got the hobo's hurry.)
Prof. Runion and Prof. Dusenbury are
The
faculty
of
the
mathematics
deBye now. See you at the Robert
in charge.
Professor Milton Ellis, heal
educational and personal qualifications. They are young men and Irene Whitmore, Virginia Pease.
partment
will
discuss
the
advisability
Frost lecture. Don't miss it.
The women debaters will make a of the English department, wit
women of intelligence, and have the ability not only to absorb ma- Margaret Hauck, Margaret Maxwell,
of forming an association of mathetrip to Boston. On December 1 Alma be interviewed during the "Cam.
Paul
Nforin,
Kenneth
Burr.
matic
departments
to
include
Maine,
terial that is presented to them but also to do advanced and indeMusical Program Planned
Fifield and Elizabeth JOIles will de- pus" broadcast tonight concern.
Sophomores
For Thanksgiving Vespers Colby, Bowdoin, and Bates, when they bate Salem State Teacher's College lag Robert Frost, who is pre.
pendent work. Many of them have already done research work.
Roger Stearns, Lawrence Kelley,
travel to Colby November 19.
They ask nothing but shelter and facilities for continuing their Walter Gosline, Paul Dumas. Helen
while I.ucille senting readings from his work:
Thanksgiving Vespers in music will
The mathematics department of on the alliance question,
work unmolested. And for this small consideration, their potential Wormwood, Hilda Rowe, Dora West, take place Sunday at 4:15 in the Little Colby will also have a separate meet- Maddocks and Agnes Walsh will meet in the Little Theatre tonight
contribution to society is great. Not only a reputation for charity Ruth Wooster, Margaret Jones, Bea- Theatre. This will be the second in a ing on the same day. During this time Boston University on the same titles- The broadcast, as usual, will bi
tion on Dec. 2.
over WLBZ at 7 p.m.
but also a reputation for holding scholarship in high esteem would trice Gleason, Emily Hopkins, Fran- aeries of montlhy musical vesper Professor Wheeler of Worcester Polyces Violette, Dorothy Upcott. Charles services.
technic
Institute
will
exhibit
mathecome to the University of Maine if we were to invite such a student
Parsons, George Murray, Pauline RiThe University Chorus will sing matics models.
to come to our campus.
ley, Joan McAllister, Mary Mosher, Beethoven's "The Heavens Are CallCampus organizations such as the International Relations Club, Elizabeth Gammons, Hartwell Lan- ing." and a folk song, "The Prayer of
Pledge Reports Received
The following pledge reports have
Women's Forum. Liberal Club. and in fact all the organizations on caster, John Utterback, John Reitz, Thanksgiving." Ruth Leavitt will be
David
// ,
Greenlaw.
the violin soloist. Beethoven's "Moon- been announced by the Interfraternity
the campus, would be able to profit in a very tangible way from the
Walter Stisulis, George Grant, light Sonata" will be played by the Council: Alpha Gamma Rho, Edward
,....---"
presence of a refugee student. The presentation of first-hand knowl\\ \
Richard Peirce, Paul Wyman, Nor- University Trio. The Freshman Men's Bessom, Joseph Stevens, and Donal
/
/
—\\/
.----:
edge of European affairs would bring home to us, in spite of our man Marriner, Harold Jordan, George Quartet, Bryant Bean. Rudolph Haff- York; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Ronal
N
somewhat isolated geographical position, the importance and impli- Nystrom, William Mussenden, Donald ner, Carleton Nowell, and Frank Hawkes.
\
Richard Cook has been released
cations of world affairs in so far as these are now tied up with the Saunders, Charles Smith, Winton Wellcome will sing "Of God on High
Garland, Stewart Oakes, Charles be Thanks and Praise," by Decius.
from his pledge to Phi Eta Kappa.
fate of Europe.
Shackelford, Philmore Meserve, Bruce
Thus in many ways the University of Maine has much to gain
Mackay, Alan Rosenberg, Peter Skon‘
from the presence of a refugee student. All that is necessary is a fis, Joseph Dinsmore, Robert Carlisle,
.
e
crystallization of student opinion. awakened by the Munich crisis Philip Cummings, Richard Duffey,
,
\ „.----,—
and the post-Munich excesses of Nazi barbarity. An opportunity James Williams, Frederick Libby.
. '
c.
Freshmen
for students to express their opinion on the refugee question and to
Gentlemen -Eugene
Leger,
Dallas
Edwards,
give their support to a campaign to aid a refugee student will soon
Samuel Dyer, John Medina, George
of your soft—
I bought one
•—....,
be presented. We hope that the challenge will be accepted.
Smith, Robert Holmes, George Piper,
'\
Trumps when
Arrow
v collared
A. M. L.
.
—
James Reed, Carl Duncan, Webster
'36.
in
out
they first came
Burr, Richard Whitney, Frances Bickalmost every
ford. Sarah Burleigh, Beulah Lewis.
I've worn it
/
looks
it still
)
'
Barbara Emmons, Ruth Grundy, Barweek since. And
V
well
bara Farnham.
and fits as
handsome
,.'
as
it.
Michael
Roy,
John
bought
FitzPatrick,
k.."
first
Last year the administration responded to a desire, supposedly
as when I
William Schaible, Leonard Peterson,
a shirt:
endorsed by the student body, to observe, not only Thanksgiving
That's what I call
Wilbur Edgecomb, Wallace Francis,
1;4
Day, but also the three days following as school holidays. From Bernard Colpitts, Donald Marriner,
the standpoint of the students, this would seem to be a very sensible Raymond Gay, Henry Murdock, Stuplan since Thanksgiving (lay alone does not offer sufficient time art Svedeman, Harold Garfinkle, John
for most students to visit home. Coming as it does in the middle Gorman, Bryant Bean, George Riess',
John Dillon, Robert Beaton.
of the week, this one-day recess is of little value to the students
The Arrow New Trump takes all campus honors
other than as a brief respite. From past experience the four-day Eagles Entertain Frosh
for smartness and durability.
recess seems to be, by and large, well justified.
At Party Sunday Night
However, this system seems to have been particularly subject
The long-wearing collar, as tough as it is, is always
The Sophomore Eagles entertained
to the abuses of certain and inveterate. and even other less inveterate the freshman women with a scavenger
gentle to your neck, and keeps smooth and fresh
but conscience-less "cutters." Some logicians' might quite possibly hunt Sunday evening in the Balentine
all day long. New Trump, like its Arrow brothers.
CARROW__)
construct a case attacking the strictness of the University's policy recreation room.
is Sanforized-Shrunk . . . and Mitoga tailored to
First prize, a fudge cake from
toward unexcused absences from classes, but even the most narrowfit. It's one of Arrow's outstanding values at $2.
Spruces'. was won by Virginia May,
developing
a
difficulty
good
reason
for
NEW TRUMP $2
would
have
minded student
Lois Long, Florence Atwood, Barbara
the professors presenting their lectures to a group of vacant chairs Savage. Nancy Philbrook, and Mar5/WORMED SHRUNK
the day before and following each vacation. It is obviously to the garet Moulton, individual group winners.
advantage of the students that they co-operate with the administraRefreshments were served in Saltion by minimizing their abeences immediately before and after entine sun parlor.
Thanksgiving. It would be most unfortunate if we were to return
Permission was given to the freshman girls to remove their caps.
to the practise of the one day Thanksgiving recess.
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Pierce and Kent Team
Top Chamberlain and
Cahill in 5-Set Match

Don Smith Takes Third Place Honors
As Maine Harrier Team Runs Eighth
In National Cross Country Contest
Manhattan College
Squad Captures
First Place

Star Runner

Amazon I

By Emily Hopkins

Running against the stiffest kind of
competition that could be assembled,
Don Smith proved that he is one of
the leading harriers in the country by
placing third, giving the Maine team
eighth place at the 30th National
Cross Country meet run at Van
Cortlandt Park in New York City
last Monday. The meet was won by
4
Manhattan College.
The "Easton Express," who placed
fourth in this same run last year, negotiated the distance in 27:12. This is
considered somewhat sensational, since
Smith has not run against such competion all year.
The team as a whole fared better
+Mk
than last year's harrier squad, which
scored 268 points for tenth place,
while the current cross country team
Don Smith, who took third in the
garnered 216 points, giving them National Cross Country meet held in
eighth place.
Van Cortlandt Park in New York
City last Monday.

Blue Harriers End
Brilliant Season

1 The

Court Hopes Raised
By Vets and Sophs

Hats off! The freshman-sophomore
game ended in a 2-2 tie and was an
exciting event, sporting banners and a
parade. A lively cheering section
prodded the girls on to r. good game
displaying some commendable passwork between Mary Cowan and Lor; aine Dimitre and adequate support by
Eleanor Ward, all of the class of '42.
In spite of the tie, the Eagles gave
"hats-off" permission at the party
held for the frosh in Balentine Sunday night.
is.

A letter has been received from Mrs.
Barry who sends her best to all the
girls and places her bet on the seniors
as the intramural champs.
* • •

The tennis ball has been kept bouncing this fall. Those at the top of the
ladder now are Dottie Brewer, Jeannette Berry, Virginia Rourke, and
Violet Hamilton.
* * *
Good weather this year and the early
practise under Mrs. Barry has increased the calibre of our hockey material until we really make a good
showing on the field. Miss Lengyel
hasn't had to hold practice inside all
season and Miss Rogers has missed
only two afternoons because of bad
weather.
•• *

By Buel Godwin
Those seats behind the backboard, which have not been desirable in the
past at basketball games, are to make their debut soon. New glass backboards
are to replace the old wooden ones, so plays can be seen from any part of the
gym. The new backboards aren't the only new additions you'll see at your
first basketball game, there are also to be new bleachers for the main floor.
••• * * * * •
At an informal meeting of the athletic directors of the four Maine colleges,
it was tentatively decided that all football games the latter part of October and
during November would begin at 1:30 p.m. instead of 2:30. It gets dark so
quickly in November that before the game is over, the players are trying to
snake passes in the dark, and the spectators miss out on some very interesting
plays. It is also very hard to get good movie shots of the plays.
The movies taken this year are already being shown to the alumni from
coast to coast. Credit for covering all the games so religiously belongs to Al
Bahrt and James "Two-Gun" Ashby. The athletic department more than
appreciates the fine work they have done this fall and sincerely hopes they will
continue their good work.

Best Played Match
In Eight Years
Says Small
By Bill Chandler

and deciding set. Kent and Pierce
continued to storm the net in spite of
several errors. Cahill and Chamberlain fought them back with calm
determination. Finally Chamberlain's
serve began to crack, the sophomores
angled more shots to unreachable corners from the net and brilliantly went
on to win the match.
Although lacking the teamwork of
their opponents, Kent and Pierce, who
were also the winner and runner-up,
respectively, for the Freese Trophy,
showed individual strength and were
able to win by aggressive tactics and
sheer perseverence.
Kent, at the net most every day,
excelled with a powerful overhead
game. Pierce showed great skill in
covering court. The losers should
not be slighted; they went down in
defeat by the slimmest of margins.
Cahill played powerfully off his backhand and made brilliant cross court
shots. Until the last set, Chamberlain's smashing service was outstanding throughout the match.

Richard Pierce and Vernon Kent
teamed together to capture the Curtis
Cup for the University of Maine
Doubles Championship. The two
sophomores completed their victory
march with a hard fought match with
James Cahill and Austen Chamberlain.
The match, praised by Coach Small
as the best at the University in the
last eight years, was played on Friday
afternoon until darkness halted play
at the end of the second set, with each
team having garnered a set. The play
The Frosh-Soph track meet is December 3. Both teams are good and in these two sets suggested that the
competition is going to be stiff. May the best team win. Those men going out match would last the full five sets, as
it did.
for indoor track are expected to report immediately to Coach Jerkins.
At the next meeting of the M.I.A.A., schedules will be drawn up for next
Both teams sparkled with a variety
year's games and officials will be appointed. The change of time for the late of shots and smashing overhead net
fall games will also be put before the board.
play. Outstanding in the first set was
• * *
* is is •
the teamwork of Cahill and ChamKent and Pierce won the tennis doubles finals after a hard fight with berlain, and this steady co-ordination Several Alumni Groups
Cahill and Chamberlain. Kent also won the singles, after a hard fight, from enabled the two seniors to garner the
Are Active This Week
Pierce. "The doubles match was the best and fastest with the best team work first set and the first taste of victory.
I have ever seen since I've been here," Ted Curtis sold, "It will take a lot of Dominating the second set with their
Coach Fred Brice will be the chief
work to beat them next year."
individual strength, Kent and Pierce speaker at a meeting of the UniverTed also said that this fall was the most perfect for football that there has evened the score as darkness set in. sity Alumni in Portland tonight. He
been since he has been here. The only rain we had was to the beginning of
Play was resumed on Tuesday after- will discuss the past football season
the Rhode Island game, and that was only for a few minutes. Not another noon, when the cold numbed the play- and show movies of some of the
game was played in the rain, and not once did practice have to be called off on ers but failed to stop the furious ac- games. Alumni Secretary Charles E.
account of rain.
tion. Erratic at first, Cahill and Crossland will speak on current UniChamberlain recovered to take the versity and Alumni events.
The Freshman basketball team is to have a very attractive schedule this first set of the day and the lead in
Meetings of the University of
winter. All of their games are to be at home; they will play the leading the match, two sets to one.
Maine Alumni were held this week
prep and high school teams. At such times when the varsity and freshman
The real battle started in the fourth in Houlton, Fort Fairfield, and Chiteams play the same night, the freshmen will play at 7:00 and the varsity at set; aggressively coming to the net cago, according to an announcement
8:00 p.m. The gym floor is be to put in A-I condition during Thanksgiving at every opportunity, the two sopho- by Secretary Crossland.
recess for the coming games.
mores forced play at a high tempo, but
were often set back on their heels by
NOTICE
Don Smith canse in third for the National Cross Country Meet. Billy the skillful lobs of Chamberlain and
The library will be closed from 1
Smith of Penn State came in first. The Smiths scent to be a pretty fast race. Cahill. Being forced to lob often be- p.m., Wednesday, November 23, until
The team placed eighth at the Meet; this wasn't due to not only individual cause of the persevering net play of 7:45 a.m., Monday, November 28, to
effort, but also to team co-operation.
their opponents, the two seniors were allow for needed repairs.
The Maine team also 7(.011 the New England track meet this year. The kept continually on the defensive, and
Reserve books will be issued from
last time they won it TOM ill 1935. If Maine makes the 'nest showing next Kent and Pierce finally clinched the 8:00 a.m. to 1 p.m., Wednesday, and
year, the Major Frank H. Briggs Memorial Cup will take its place alongside last two games after a five-all dead- will be due before 9:00 a.m, the folof all the other clips the Maine teams have won since the cups were first lock.
lowing Monday. These may be regiven by Major Briggs. Maine has won the cups every time.
With each of the teams victorious in served in advance.
Varsity plays its first game the 7th of January with Colby here.
Other books due before Nov. 28
two of the sets, the tightness of play
•
• r • •••
increased in the nerve-wracking fifth should be returned or renewed.
Classes in fencing and boxing under Wally's supervision have already
begun, and wrestling is to begin sometime this week. Weight-lifting enthusiasts have been making use of their room on the third floor over Wally's office
for some time. Anyone may go there and take a good work-out with the
YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
equipment. Great tonic for those jaded muscles.

After winning all meets in New
England and placing eighth in the
Nationals, the Maine Varsity Cross
When Coach Bill Kenyon met some
Country Team concluded its season
forty candidates for his current basMonday. Coach Jenkins' boys did
ketball squad for the first time Moneven better than expected this year,
day, it meant that from this group he
as they beat New Hampshire, trimmed
must find a combination to replace the
Colby, regained the state title from
four members of his starting lineup
Bates, and went on to win the New
that were lost through graduation.
Championship.
NOTICE! This is the last week
England
However, there were two things of outdoor physical education. Indoor
Led by Don Smith, with sophomore
that heartened Coach Kenyon; first, archery begins soon and is open only
Ken Blaisdell in a supporting role, the
several members of last to those who have had outdoor pracharriers improved in every meet. It the return of
year's squad, and second, last year's tise.
was this improvement of reserve
• •
crop of frosh basketeers are bound to
strength that brought victory, for a
invaluable
aid
to
help
form
a
render
Big
News!
The
men on campus are
garpowerful and well-balanced squad
winning combination.
seriously taking up field hockey. The
nered place points in every competition
Dana Drew and Louis Bourgoin, Kappa Sigs went in for it in a big
and won. not only because of the
presence of New England's champion, both forwards, are the most notable way this week-end and were successbut because there were always four holdovers around whom this year's ful in outscoring thc junior and senother men on the squad who could team must be built. Bourgoin was a ior girls' teams. So excited were they
place high. It was somewhat of an regular forward whose sterling floor that they even played in the rain Sunotkl fact that after Smith and Blaisdell play branded him as one of the best day morning. However, the girls
had finished, there was no certainty as forwards in the New England Con- wore them down so that they were
obliged to rest by alternating goalies
to which of the other harriers would ference.
Drew alternated with Phil Rogers and even found it necessary to ride
come home next. All though the season different men alternated in the as the other forward last year. Al- back to the house.
• ••
though not possessed with an amazing
placing.
Champions! The seniors won the
eye
for
baskets,
Drew's
fight
and
team
Prospects for next year are excelspirit makes him a valuable man to intramural championship by a 4-1 win
lent. Every man on the present squad
over the juniors. The juniors and
have around.
will return next year. There is also
Eunice Gale has been elected to sucAggie Specials To Compete
Sure to give Drew and Bourgoin sophomores fought it out to a 1-1
a fine opportunity to retire the eight
score last Thursday afternoon, and
ceed Dora Stacy as president of the
year New England trophy to Maine tussles for starting berths are Hart/
Students in the two-year agriculFriday the seniors took over the sophMathematics Club. Miss Stacy renext year. The victory this year gave Whitten, captain of last year's frosh omores
5-1. The season closed with tural course will enter teams in intrafive,
and
Buzz
Tracy.
With
his
inand
it
on
it,
third
leg
Blue
a
the Pale
because of the pressure of the
signed
decided
at
a
resports,
it
was
mural
the
junior-frosh
game yesterday and
has been decided that the best showing cessant babbling and amazing floor the
other responsibilities.
cent meeting.
sophomore-junior game today.
play
Tracy
was
the
spark
of
the
frosh
made next year between Maine and
• • •
Plans for this year's meetings will
Clark Rankin has been elected manNew Hampshire, which also has three team.
Louis
Harris
and Jo Sanborn found ager for volleyball.
be announced shortly.
Ed
Stanley
and
Vern Kent are
BANGOR
legs on the trophy, will decide who
probably leading candidates for the the game competitive in more ways
will keep the cup.
1114110NO
than
one
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Now,
Saturday!
center berth. If Kent can reproduce
Individual honors this year go to
• • •
the style of play he displayed as a
17
1 hut-.
Dick Powell
Don Smith, who placed first in all
Attention! Come one, come all to
freshman he is sure to be one of the
ORDER YOUR CORSAGES
Olivia De Havilland
Bob Burns in
meets but the National, where he
see
the
Phi
Mu
Delta's try to vanquish
leading centers and scorers in the
FOR MILITARY BALL
placed third. An interesting fact ocin
"THE ARKANSAS
the junior hockey stick swingers.
New England Conference.
from
TRAVELER"
curred in the New England meet.
"HARD TO GET"
There are several good guards who
with
Coach Jenkins warned Don not to
The next issue of the "Maine
Flower
Shop
Nursery
Bangor
An easy to take Romance
will be battling for positions. Among
Fay Bainter, Irvin Cobb.
open up too much because of the terand
full
of
Stars,
Thrills
them are Chick Wilson, Phil Curtis, Campus" will be published DeBob Bramhall, Agent
Jean Parker
rific heat on the course, which caused
Laughs
and Charlie Arbor. Curtis and Wil- cember I.
Beta House
News—Pictorial—Musical
several of the runners to collapse.
with
son are speedy, and can be used opAlthough 1w held back a little, Don
Chas. Wininger
portunely on offense. Charlie "Venus"
Fri. & Sat., Nov. 18-19
came within 17 seconds of topping
Allen Jenkins
Arbor is a fine all around man, esRobt. Donat, Rosalind Russell
the old record. Under more favorable pecially strong i in defense.
STUDENTS!
Cont. Daily from
in
conditions, there is little doubt that
1:30 P.M.
"TRAVEL THE SAFE WAY"
"THE CITADEL"
he could have broken the record in Wesley Players To Give
also
that run.
One-Act Peace Drama
Quick, Easy Transportation
News—"Fighting Devil
Blaisdell also turned in sterling
Dogs" No. 9
performances this season, although he "The Terrible Meek," a peace drama
was hampered by a cold in several from the pen of Charles Rann KenMon. & Tues., Nov. 21-22
meets. His placing eighth in the New nedy. will be presented by the Wesley
Tyrone Power, Loretta Young
Bus
BANGOR
Leaves
Swiss
Chalet
Players
in
the
Methodist
Church
SunOne
assured
the
title.
England race
in
5:36 P.M. Wed. Night
has a difficult time picking the most day evening, November 20, at 7:00
Pntures liriday
rtoon
Ne:a'S.51.10EaZ"
p.m.
outstanding men from the rest of the
Schedule
You'll Look Your Prettiest in One of Our Collection of
Starts Saturday
squad, because almost all of them
This one-act play centers around a
Tunic EST
for 4 days
stood out in one meet or another. minor military action by imperial
Wed.. Nov. 23
Special
Ehrlenbach, Jackson, !deserve. and Roman soldiers in Judea and is written
JOAN CRAWFORD
This is the "Big Site"
1Vhicher perhaps were best, although for three players. It is indictment of
Return Sunday, Nov. 29
Margaret Sullavan
It may be your turn—
Cummings and Butterworth looked imperialism in all forms and times.
Robert Young
Don't miss!
Read up Read down I
good at times.
Melvyn Douglas
Showing
The cast includes Ruth Grundy, '42, Calais
Letters were awarded to Smith, The Woman; Harley Nelson, '40, The
June Lang—Lynn Bari in
Ii
Milltown
Bus connections 11/29/38
Blaisdell, Ehrlenbach, Jackson, Me- Captain; and Kendrick Hodgdon, '39,
"MEET THE GIRLS"
"THE SHINING
from Baring
serve, Whicher, Cummings, and But- The Soldier. Miriam Browne is in
also
HOUR"
to Calais
terworth.
News—Cartoon—Travelogue
charge of costumes and Horace Pratt Baring
9:45 Ar. 1:00 Lv.
One of I938's Big Hits
The scores of the meets were as is stage manager. Philip Brockway Woodland
9:30
1:15
3 shows daily, 2:30, 6:30. 8:30
Always continuous
follows: Maine 26, New Hampshire is directing the play.
Princeton
9:10
1:30
Feature at 3:00, 7:00, 9:00
daily from 1:30
Distinctive Formals, many with Jackets! Satins, Crepes,
29; Maine 20, Colby 37; Maine 24,
Waite
8:50
1:45
No one who has won an honor
Bates 35, Colby 73; Maine 90, Bates
Topsfield
8:35
2:00
comparable to that of the Honorary Carroll
9K,. Tufts 102.
Taffetas, Chiffons, Sleek and Slender or with Full Flowing
7:51
2:30
I.ieutenant Colonelcy is eligible to
Springfield
7:39
2:40
compete for that honor.
Patronize Our Advertisers
Skirts —Many with Hoops. Black and Jewel Colors.
Lee
7:24
2:55
I incoln
7:02
3:25
IT'S NOT THE TOBACCO—IT'S T UE MITI?
South Lincoln
6:49
West Enfield
6:36
"JUNIOR RAMBLINGS"
IR SHAPES &FINISHES
Passadumkeag
6:24
Ready to take their place under winter coats,
Olamon
6:18
delicious dresses of soft Wool-Lynne which
Greenbush
6:08
has only pat'd. filter combining cellophane
as you have probably guessed is a sheer
Costigan
6:01
wool fabric with a linen look ...Lovely
•xterior and 66 baffle absorbent screen
Milford
5:50
pastel colors in Dusty Rose, Natural, Sky
Interior. Traps saliva and pices in filter,
Old Town
5:45
For Smart Apparel--On Main St.
Blue, Orchid Pink, Aqua.
preventing wet heel. Hence it improves
Orono
Lv.
5:36
4:30
Ar.
"Junior is a site—Not an Age"
taste and aroma of any tobacco.
Sun. Afternoon
Banirr
5:15
4:45 Ar.
Sun. Afternoon
ORONO, MAINE
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BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

OPERA HOUSE

Northeastern Bus Line

IT'S DANCE TIME!

5TRP10

BIJOU

EVENING DRESSES
$5.95 to $9.95

'WHAT FRAGRANT TOBACCO'

THE STAR STORE

74,a4a MEDICO

grace Shoppe
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SOCI ETY
Colvin Informal
Colvin I fall held its fall informal
last Saturday evening. Music was
furnished by Paul Monaghan's orchestra. Chaperons were: Mrs. Granville
Whittlesey, house director; Dr. and
Mrs. Wilmarth Starr.
Those who attended were: Frances
Violette, Grant Staples; Elizabeth
Hopkins, Mervin Knight; Priscilla
Tozier, Miles Mank; Helen Wormwood, Robert Burleigh; Barbara Savage, Edward Cook; Nancy Philbrook,
William Ward; Margaret Maxwell,
Howard Kenney; Ernestine Carver,
Robert Irvine; Mary Boone, Charles
Delong; Mavis Creamer, Earle Getchell; Esther Drummond, Robert
Robertson; Barbara Young, F. B.
Fortier; Elizabeth Jellison, Russell
Crockett; Jeannette Berry, Kenneth
Robertson; Joanne Weymouth, Robert
Merrill.
Irene Whitman, Stanley Gates;
Katherine True, William Hardy;
Marcia Hinckley, Wilson Alford;
Marion Borden, Franklyn Jones;
Gwen Weymouth, Leon Greene; Mildred Haynes, Melvin McKenzie; Florence Farnham, Robert Stewart; Virginia May, Fred Libby; Elizabeth
Ansell, Edward Brann; Calista Buzzell, Frank Collins; Alice Pierce,
Raymond Nelson; Eileen Flanagan,
Nathaniel Crowley; Dorriell Dow,
Norman Marriner; Eleanor Dougherty, William Hilton; Ruth Fessenden, Donald Moore; Alice Roth,
James Hunter; Ruth Reed, Leon
Sprague; Barbara Orff, Arnold Harmon.
Beatrice Gleason, Norman Danforth; Virginia Jewett, Lawrence
Muzroll; Alice Ann Donovan, George
Grant; Florence Atwood, Leon Breton; Eleanor Look, Theodore Newcomb; Dorothy Wing, George Nystromb; Alice Christie, John Byrns;
Priscilla Thomas, Faulkner Chase;
Marjorie Taylor, Charles Weaver;
Ferne Lunt, Carl Toothaker; Elizabeth Peaslee, Harvard Whitten; Virginia Hill, Oscar Martin; Doris Currier, Carleton Cressey; Miriam Adasko, Edwin Byer.

Pi Beta Phi Informal

TAU BETA PI
(Continued from Page One)

Campus Calendar

is a member of the Campus staff. He
Nov. 17 was associate editor of last year's
Thursday
Prism and is a member of Sigma Del7:00 p.m. Campus Broadcast
ti Zeta.
WLBZ
Yozukevich, in mechanical engineer7:30 p.m. The Contributor's Club
ing, is a member of Alpha Tau Omepresents Robert Frost in the
ga.
Little Theatre
Bonney, in general engineering, is a
member of the Maine Masque, Sigma
1:00 p.m. Campus Meeting in
Delta Zeta, and the M.O.C.
M.C.A. building
8:00 p.m. Beta Theta Pi Informal
Chandler, general engineering, is
Delta Delta Delta Informal
on the Campus staff, and the tennis
Phi Mu Informal
team. He is a member of Sigma Chi.
Xi Sigma Chi Stag Dance
Russell, in chemical engineering, is
Saturday
a pledge of Phi Kappa Sigma.
1:30 p.m. Bus will leave Winslow
Professor Charles Weston, head of
for M.O.C. trip to Fitt's Pond the department of Mechanics, was the
8:00 p.m. Lambda Chi Alpha
main speaker at the smoker. He exInformal
plained the aims and purposes of Tau
Sigma Nu Informal
Beta Pi to the freshmen.
Joint meeting of the faculty
and students' Arts Club at
Little Theatre
(Continued from Page One)

Pi Beta Phi sorority held an informal dance at the Tarratine Club in
Bangor last Friday. Chaperons were
Professor and Mrs. James H. Waring,
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Buzzell, and
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Pike.
Guests included; Janet St. Pierre,
Russell Crockett; Elizabeth Sullivan,
John Robie; Dorothy Day, Clyde
Myers; Evangeline Anderson, Paul
Dumas; Margaret Cheney, Walter
Hanley; Irene Whitman, Donald
Griffee; Dorothy Upcott, Raymond
Valliere; Patricia Gogan, George
Sawyer; Elizabeth Mitchell, Lester
Smith; Virginia Jewett, Lawrence
Muzroll; Margaret Maxwell, Howard
Kenney.
4:15 p.m. Thanksgiving Vespers
Margaret Gray, Maxwell Gould;
at Little Theatre
Lillian Mitchell, James Cahill; Ruth
Leavitt, Kermit Cotes; Alice Pierce,
Class Elections to be outside of
Raymond Nelson; Katherine True,
bookstore (In case of rain
Willard Fendersan; Barbara Crocker,
Alumni Hall)
Maison Goodrich; Frances Violette,
Richard Cracker; Eleanor Look,
11:30 p.m. Classes end for
Grant Staples; Ann Anderson, ShelThanksgiving recess
don Howard; Beatrice Gleason, Norman Danforth; and Ann Bartlett, The Education club was addressed
Thomas McComher.
by Mr. Harrison, director of secondary education for the State of Maine,
DEBATING
on "The Miracle of Education" at
(Consumed from Page One)
their meeting November 10.
The talk was followed by a question
bating courses or not. The question
period. Plans were
will be: Resolved, that the United and discussion
for the meeting on December
States government should cease the made
a talk on "The Techexpenditures of public funds (includ- 15, which include
Jobs."
ing credit) for the stimulation of busi- nique of Securing
ness.
Elaine Franck, recently elected vice
The results of the debates are:
president of the French Club, spoke
Finals: Walker-Ellis defeated Spen- on French customs, at the second
cer-Susi. Semi-finals: Spencer-Susi meeting of the club held November 9.
defeated Andrews-Mank; WalkerGames and refreshments followed
Ellis
defeated
Alpert-Oppenheim. her talk.
Quarter-finals: Alpert-Oppenheim deThe program committee consisted of
feated Carter-Burden; Walker-Ellis Eleanor Crockett, chairman, Malcolm
defeated Walsh-Maddocks; Spencer- Hardy, and Margaret Hauck.
Susi defeated Duncan-Herrick; An_
drews-Mank defeated Farnham-Goullette.
Preliminaries: Carter-Burden defeated Fifield-Goodwin; Duncan-Herrick defeated Tanner-Mullin; SpencerSusi defeated Johnson-Bartlett; Alpert-Oppenheim defeated BacigalupoBrown; Tondreau-Jones defeated
Cooper-Glasser (withdrew); WalkerEllis defeated Crockett-Moulton; Andrews-Mank defeated Maurice-Schert-

Friday

Nov. 18

Nov. 19

GERMAN STUDENT

Sunday

Nov. 20 chief

Monday

Nov. 21

Wednesday

Nov. 23

reasons, Dryer said, why the
majority of citizens in both countries
preferred the Munich settlement to
armed conflict. The speaker also inferred that the German people do not
want war, despite the propaganda and
great emotional appeals that the Nazis
are making.
During the discussion period that
followed Mr. Dryer's talk, the speaker answered questions on the economic
and political situation in Europe.
President Arthur A. Hauck and
Prof. James T. Shotwell, who spoke
informally during the discussion period, were guests at this meeting.

NOTICE
The selling campaign for the
Prism, which began last Monday,
ends tomorrow night at five
o'clock. All members of the faculty and student body who desire
a Prism must place their orders
before that time.
All members of the Prism staff
are taking part in this campaign
and are located on various parts
of the campus, as well as offcampus.

SHOTWELL

ROBERT FROST
(Continued from Page One)

(Continued from Page One)
"The gerat work of modern science
challenges us to readjust society in
an age of change," he said. To make
these readjustments within the framework of the democratic state is a challenge to intelligence.
The present dictatorships are forces
of historic caliber, and it would be the
world's greatest tragedy if those
forces were to menace our liberty,
Shotwell said. However, present success does not prove totalitarian supremacy.
"Those who think of the triumph
of Hitler and Mussolini must remember what has happened to those who
used the sword in the past," he said.
Woodrow Wilson made the World
War a crusade of democracy against
autocracy, he said.
"Cynics sneer at the slogan 'Make
the World Safe for Democracy,' but
our way of life wasn't safe then and
it isn't safe now," Shotwell added.
American soldiers fought for a
great ideal, he said. "We must reassert their faith in a time grown cynical, a generaiton that has ceased to
appreciate their sacrifice. They were
inspired by a great hope and a great
dream."
If the call comes again, under similar circumstances, the United States
will respond, Shotwell said.
Present day German militarism is
the inevitable result of centuries of
fighting on the eastern frontier of
Europe, when the Germanic nations
stood as the only bulwark against
Asiatic invasion, the speaker continued.
"They cherished militarism and
bureaucracy, order under strict authority, as the alternative to annihilation,"
Shotwell said.
After a thousand years of fighting
the Slays and the Turks, eastern Europe is an armed camp with the military characteristics of the frontier.
The nations on the border line of Asia
never had a chance to develop democratic institutions, he said.
"Servitude is a poor school for free-

In 1916 Mr. Frost was Phi Beta
Kappa poet at Harvard. Since then,
while continuing to write, he has
taught at Wesleyan, Amherst, the
University of Michigan, Dartmouth,
and Harvard. Several universities
have awarded him honorary degrees.
Best Known Works
Among Robert Frost's best known
poems of New England life are
"Birches," "Mending Wall," and
"Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening."
His published works include, besides
the volumes mentioned, Mountain Interval (1916), West Running Brook
(1928), A Further Range (1936), and
a play A Way Out (1929). He has
also written numerous prose pieces.

dom," Shotwell said. Eastern Europe
is without the capable men and the
tradition of fair compromise that centuries of democratic training have
given the western nations.
"While Germany developed as a
totalitarian state, England, free from
Oriental threat, progressed in the arts
of peace and government," he said.
In England developed the common
law and the Parliament that gave
every man the right to govern through
his representative.

CAST OF "ROADSIDE"
Two Masters," Thibodeau did a fine
spiece of work in his characterization
of Truffaldino,the male lead in the
Playing opposite Kuney is Betsy
Warren, a freshman. Miss Warren
played bit parts at Lakewood this past
summer in three productions, "Good
Morning," "Bachelor Born," and
"Land of Honey."
John Jordan, also in the cast, had
minor parts in "Johnny Johnson" and
"The Servant of Two Masters" last
year.
Remembered for his portrayal of the
old cane-waving Gramp in "Johnny
Johnson," John Derry returns to the
Masque stage in this play.
Others in the cast include Roger
Andrews, Eleanor Cousins, Hartley
Banton, and Guy Dore. Eleanor
Cousins was the second voice in
"Johnny Johnson"; Hartley Banton
played Johann in the same show; and
Guy Dore played Tom Hardwick in
"First Lady."

Patronize Our Advertisers
University Barber Shop
Call at Tim's for
good all-round work
Two-chair shop—
no waiting

Tim the Barber
5 Mill St.

Orono

DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF

MEDICINE

AMMUNITION

DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consecutively (graduation in three and
one-quarter years) or three terms may
be taken each year (graduation in four
years). The entrance requirements are
intelligence, character and three years
of college work, including the subjects
specified for Class A medical schools.
Catalogues and application forms may
be obtained from the Admission Committee.

OF ALL KINDS

YOU WILL FIND IT AT
V HARMAN

ARI
31-37 Nt11.L

onctVAMTY

T ORONO

Margarite Messer, Webster Burr;
Helen Thorndike, Roger Stinchfield;
Neva Sylvester, Harry Hopkins; Barbara Crocker, Maison Goodrich;
Evangeline Anderson, Richard Crocset*.
ker; Ruth Wooster, Bert Osgood;
Phyllis Marks, James Shiro; PrisA four-day conference of the Farm
cilla Haskell, Russell Dearborn; Mar- Security Administration and field sutha Haskell, William Mussenden; perintendents for the State of Maine is
Catherine Laffin, Harold Rhinelander. meeting in Winslow Hall November
16-19, inclusive.
A Preface to Art History, a new
Faculty members taking part inone-hour course in art appreciation,
clude: Dean Arthur L. Deering, Prowill be offered in the spring semester
fessors Winthrop C. Libby, Evlon J.
by John H. Huddilston, professor of
Nieder frank, Richard M. Riley, and
ancient history in the College of Arts
J. Franklin Witter. The conference
and Sciences.
is under the direction of Homer WorThe course is intended primarily for cester, state director of the Farm Setechnology students and students who curity Administration.
desire a brief introduction to paintings,
sculpture, and architecture.
It will include a complete tour of 1'4
the art gallery. Special consideration
will he given to the social, religious, 1
and national aspect of the art,.

Come to

Wood's Yellow Front
Shoe Fixery
96 Harlow St.

Bangor, Me.

for
Up-to-date Shoe Repairing
and
Shoe Shining
I
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y

78 Central St
Bangor, Mc

killful is the word that best describes

PERMANENT WAVING
$2.00 to $6.00
Shampoo and Finger

It is the RIGHT COMBINATION of mild

ripe
home-grown and aromatic Turkish ... the
world's best cigarette tobaccos... that makes
Chesterfield different from all other cigarettes.

Wave SOC
Finger Wave 35e

MIRIAM WARDWELL

And it's the skillful blending of
these tobaccos with each other.
...for
flavor, for aroma, for mildness and
for taste, that has made Chesterfield
the cigarette in which millions ofsmokers
find a new pleasure in smoking.

DISTINCTIVE APPAREL SHOP
A COMPLETE SHOWING OF
EVENING DRESSES AND WRAPS
12 ( ,1111.i1

.

Chesterfield's can't-be-copied blend

Bangor, Maine

BURDELL'S
mart Fe minine Fashions
91 Main St.

Bangor, Me.

... the blend that can't be copied
... a HAPPY COMBINATION of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos

Dinner Dresses

We specialize in ultra smart Evening and
$22.75—size 12 to 20, 11 to 17

$8.95 to

Wraps and Sequin Jackets
Visit the smart shorty of Ilan/or
C.PINiLt
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